Effect of voluntary contraction intensity on the H-reflex and V-wave responses.
This study examined the evolution of H-reflex and V-wave responses of soleus muscle during maximal voluntary plantar-flexor contraction. We also investigated the relationship between the V response and force level and between V-wave during maximal voluntary contraction (MVC) and the maximal H reflex at rest. The H-reflex and the V-wave responses are measures of motoneuron excitability and also reflect the magnitude of presynaptic inhibition on Ia afferents and the magnitude of descending motor drive. Both may be influenced by postsynaptic inhibition. Twenty male subjects participated in the study and were assigned to one of two groups. The maximal M wave (Mmax) was evoked at rest in the 20 subjects, who then performed 10 maximal voluntary contraction. During MCV performance, a stimulus was delivered at supra-maximal intensity, which allowed us to record the superimposed M wave (Msup) and V wave of the soleus muscle. These parameters were also recorded during sub-maximal contractions (20, 40, 60, 80% of one MVC) in 10 subjects. The maximal H reflex (Hmax), was evoked at rest in the other 10 subjects. These subjects then performed 10 MVC and the Hsup (superimposed H, evoked by means of stimulus at Hmax intensity) was recorded. The results show that the amplitude of maximal M wave increased during MVC (gain 44.52 +/- 10.71%). No significant difference between Hmax/Mmax at rest and the Hsup/Msup ratios during MVC was observed, while an effect of force level on the V/Msup ratio was found. V/Msup and Hmax/Mmax were linearly correlated (r2 = 0.81), but V/Msup was significantly lower (P < 0.01) than Hmax/Mmax. In conclusion, the present study shows that maximal voluntary contractions potentiate some reflex responses. The V wave, which reflects motoneuron excitability presynaptic inhibition of Ia afferents and the magnitude of descending central motor drive to spinal motoneurons, may be a relatively simple method to analyse the modulation adaptive neural alterations at spinal and supraspinal level during voluntary contractions.